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Abstract
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An intersystem or vertical handover is a key enabling mechanism for next generations of mobile communication systems. A vertical
handover can cause an abrupt change of up to two orders of magnitude in link bandwidth and latency. It is hard for end-to-end
congestion control to adapt promptly to such changes. This is especially a concern for slowly responsive congestion control algorithms
such as TFRC designed to provide a smooth transmission rate for real-time applications and therefore less responsive to changes in
network conditions than TCP. In the first part of the paper, we measure performance of TFRC and TCP flows during a vertical
handover between GPRS, WLAN, and LAN in our testbed based on Mobile IP. As expected, TFRC is less aggressive than TCP over
fast links. However, after a handover to a slow link TFRC can starve a competing TCP flow. In the second part of the paper, we use a
model of an ideal handover between UMTS, GPRS and WLAN. An ideal handover does not cause error losses, delays, packet
duplication or reordering. These negative effects can be partly or completely eliminated by new handover algorithms; an abrupt change
in latency and link bandwidth after a vertical handover cannot be avoided. As expected, TFRC can overshoot or underutilize the new
link significantly after a handover. Tuning TFRC parameters including self-clocking, history discounting and higher feedback
frequency from the receiver has a positive but insufficient effect on TFRC responsiveness and aggressiveness. We evaluate two new
mechanisms to improve transport performance for vertical handovers: overbuffering and an explicit handover notification.
Overbuffering prevents packet losses during handovers between links with a different bandwidth-delay product and is more useful for
TCP than to TFRC. The explicit handover notification allows to instantly adapt the TFRC rate on a new link, which otherwise can take
up to a minute.
Keywords: Transport protocol, equation-based congestion control, wireless overlay networks, intersystem mobility, Mobile IP.

1. Introduction
Different wireless networks offer to a mobile user a tradeoff between connection bandwidth, coverage and cost. The user
can utilize a most suitable wireless network at a given time and location. The user can switch between different wireless
networks while keeping ongoing data communications. An intersystem handover is also known as a vertical handover
because wireless networks often form an overlay structure. The fastest network with least coverage is contained in a
slower network with a larger coverage area [30].
An intersystem handover is challenging to end-to-end transport protocols because packets often get lost, delayed or
reordered during a handover. Furthermore, path characteristics such as bandwidth, latency and the amount of buffering
can change at once, often more than by an order of magnitude. Estimators used by the end-to-end transport protocols to
control the amount of outstanding data in the network and the rate of transmission are likely to be significantly off after a
handover. As a result, overshooting or underutilization of the available bandwidth becomes likely.
In the Internet, TCP is the dominant transport protocol serving well many applications that require reliable data
delivery. However, for real-time applications, such as streaming video, a highly variable transmission rate of TCP is
problematic. Recently, several slowly responsive congestion control algorithms were proposed based on the notion of
TCP-friendliness [40][54]. Such algorithms provide a smooth transmission rate on the short time scale. On the longer
time scale they consume no more bandwidth than a TCP flow under similar network conditions. The TCP-friendly Rate
Control (TFRC) [20] is perhaps the most popular protocol among proposed alternatives.
This paper presents traces of TCP and TFRC flows recorded in a testbed during vertical handovers. Our testbed
connects GPRS, UMTS, WLAN and LAN overlay networks using Mobile IP [42]. From the traces we are able to
estimate the duration of handovers and the number of lost packets. We also look at how quickly TCP and TFRC flows
adapt their transmission rate when path characteristics change after a vertical handover and whether the bandwidth is
shared fairly between TCP and TFRC.
To verify our testbed measurements and to study closely the effect of a step change in path characteristics we use a
simulation model in ns2 [39]. A model of an ideal handover1 has limited packet losses and no delays or packet reordering
as if a smooth handover with packet forwarding were implemented [9]. Essentially, an ideal handover is represented by a
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step change in the bottleneck link bandwidth, latency and buffer size. This model allows us to concentrate on
fundamental aspects of a vertical handover that cannot be eliminated by a better implementation of a handover. We look
at aggressiveness, responsiveness and fairness of TCP and TFRC flows after an ideal handover. The simulation results
are compared with measurements results from the testbed.
The main observation from measurements and simulations is that it takes a long time for TCP and especially TFRC to
utilize the available bandwidth after a handover. We first try existing TFRC mechanisms to improve the performance.
Because we found them insufficient, we attempt two new approaches. With overbuffering, the size of the bottleneck
buffer for all overlay networks is set to a larger value to prevent data loss during a handover. With explicit handover
notification, feedback reports of the TFRC receiver are adjusted according to the available bandwidth after a handover.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the necessary background on end-to-end transport
protocols and congestion control. Section 3 gives a set of TCP options suitable for use in any of overlay networks in this
paper. In Section 4 we describe our Mobile IP testbed and present TCP and TFRC traces from vertical handovers. In
Section 5, behavior of TCP and TFRC during an ideal handover is explored via simulation. In Section 6 we examine the
effect of TFRC parameters. In Section 7 and 8 we introduce and evaluate overbuffering and explicit handover
notification for improving aggressiveness and responsiveness of TFRC and TCP. Finally, Section 9 presents main
conclusions from this work.

2. Background and Related Work
In this section, we review congestion control mechanisms in TCP and TFRC. The cornerstone of congestion control in
today’s Internet is the assumption that a packet loss almost always indicates congestion in the network [28]. Newly
developed mechanism such as Explicit Congestion Notification [43] cannot change this basic assumption, as it would
require updating all routers in the Internet.

2.1 End-to-end Congestion Control
2.1.1 Transmission Control Protocol
TCP is a reliable transport protocol still responsible for over 90% of all traffic in the Internet. TCP invokes slow start in
the beginning of connection and after a retransmission timeout [1]. In slow start, the Multiplicative Increase
Multiplicative Decrease (MIMD) roughly doubles the transmission rate every RTT in the absence of congestion. In
steady state, known as congestion avoidance, TCP invokes Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD)
congestion control. In this phase the rate is slowly increased by one packet per RTT in the absence of congestion and
halved when a packet loss is detected. TCP has an important property of self-clocking also known as the packet
conservation principle [28]. In the equilibrium condition each arriving ACK indicates that a segment has left the network
and triggers a transmission of a new segment.
For loss recovery, TCP invokes go-back-N behavior after a retransmission timeout. Fast retransmit enables quick
recovery on duplicate acknowledgments. We assume the reader is familiar with these basic TCP mechanisms [48].
Recently standardized advanced error recovery techniques include selective acknowledgement [38][8] and the limited
transmit algorithm [3]. Numerous experimental solutions have been proposed to improve TCP performance over lossy
wireless links [4][13][15]. Major approaches include end-to-end adjustments, a split connection, and a TCP-aware link
layer [6][5].
A study on the effect of mobility on TCP found that packet losses during a handover significantly reduce throughput
[37]. The most significant factor contributing to long TCP recovery from handovers was found to be in the exponential
backoff of the TCP retransmit timer [11]. A proposed solution is to artificially generate three DUPACKs at the TCP
receiver to trigger fast retransmit at the sender and avoid waiting for next expiration of the retransmit timer. An improved
variant of this mechanism is proposed in [19].
Delaying, reordering, and duplication of packets during a vertical handover can reduce TCP performance [13][56].
Packets are delayed until a mobile host connects and registers itself in a new wireless network. Packet reordering can
occur when the latency of the new link is significantly less than of the old link. Packets sent after a handover on the new
link arrive faster than packets sent on the old link before the handover. Packet duplication can result from bicasting of
packets on two or more simultaneously available links. The Eifel algorithm [36][24] can be used to detect delayed,
reordered or duplicated packets and prevent spurious retransmissions and false congestion control.
The TCP transmission rate is defined by the rate of returning ACKs. The state of TCP congestion control is
determined by the available buffer space at the bottleneck link. It makes the size of the buffer an important factor
affecting TCP performance. The link buffer is typically set according to the bandwidth-delay product of the link.
Therefore, window-based protocols such as TCP are more sensitive to the change of bandwidth-delay product of the link
than only of the link bandwidth. For example, TCP congestion control estimators (congestion window, slow start
threshold) for two links (1000 kbps/10 ms and 100 kbps/100 ms) are the same assuming the same link buffer size.
Therefore, after a handover between two such links, the TCP sender instantly adapts to the bandwidth of a new link.
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2.1.2 TCP-Friendly Rate Control
TFRC allows an application to transmit at a steady rate that is typically within a factor of two from the TCP rate in the
similar conditions [20]. TFRC does not halve the transmission rate after a single packet loss, but is also slow to increase
the rate in the absence of congestion. The TFRC receiver is responsible for reporting the loss event rate p and average
receive rate X_rcv to the sender. The sender computes the reference transmission rate X_calc based on p, X_rcv and
measured RTT based on an equation of the TCP rate in similar conditions [40]. The actual transmission rate X is set as
follows [25]:
if (p > 0)
calculate X_calc using the TCP throughput equation
X = max(min(X_calc, 2*X_recv), s/t_mbi)
else
if (t_now - tld >= R)
X = max(min(2*X, 2*X_recv), s/R)
tld = t_now
Here s represents the packet size, tld is time when the rate was last doubled, R is RTT, t_mbi represents the
maximum back-off time, 64 sec by default, in persistent absence of feedback. If p is zero, no packet loss has yet been
seen by the flow. In this phase, the sender emulates slow start of TCP by doubling the transmission rate every RTT.
Calculating the loss event rate rather than simply taking the packet loss rate is an important part of TFRC. TCP does
not typically reduce the congestion window more than once per a window of data. The default method that TFRC uses
for calculating the loss event rate is called the Average Loss Interval. With this method a weighted average of recent
intervals between packet losses is computed. The weights are 1, 1, 1, 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 for the oldest loss interval.
History discounting allows the TFRC receiver to adjust the weights, concentrating more on the most recent loss
interval, when the it is more than twice as large as the computed average loss interval. This is an optional mechanism to
allow TFRC to response somewhat more quickly to the sudden absence of congestion, as represented by a long current
loss interval. It is triggered when the current loss interval is at least twice larger than the average.
Self-clocking is seen as the key feature of TCP congestion control that contributes to the stability of the Internet [7].
An optional self-clocking mechanism for TFRC works for the RTT following a packet loss by limiting the sender’s rate
to at most the received rate in the previous round trip. Furthermore, in the absence of losses, the TFRC maximum sending
rate is limited to the earlier receive rate times a constant to prevent a rapid increase in the transmission rate.
Main metrics of a congestion control algorithm are fairness, aggressiveness, responsiveness, and smoothness.
Fairness reflects the ability of a flow to share bandwidth in a compatible way with a TCP flow running in similar
conditions. Aggressiveness describes how rapidly the algorithm increases the transmission rate in the absence of
congestion. Responsiveness reflects how fast the rate is decreased in time of persistent congestion. Finally, smoothness
defines how variable is the rate when packet losses are relatively rare.
The maximum increase of TFRC rate is estimated to be 0.14 packet per RTT and 0.22 packets per RTT with history
discounting [20]. Furthermore, it takes four to eight RTTs for TFRC to halve its sending rate in presence of persistent
congestion.
We explained in Section 2.1.1 that window-based protocols such as TCP are sensible to changes in the delaybandwidth product but not necessarily to changes in bandwidth. For rate-based protocols such as TFRC, the opposite is
true. TFRC does not estimate the amount of outstanding data necessary to utilize the link but rather transmits at the
relatively static rate. Therefore, TFRC is more sensible to changes in the link bandwidth than in the delay-bandwidth
product.
TFRC is not a full-fledged transport protocol as it only concerns with end-to-end congestion control. Therefore,
TFRC should be deployed together with a transport protocol such as UDP, RTP or Datagram Congestion Control
Protocol (DCCP) [31].
In this paper, we examine aggressiveness and responsiveness of TFRC during step changes in link characteristics
triggered by a vertical handover. Fairness and smoothness are considered only briefly. Our study goes further than
previous work [55][20][7] in several ways. First, we are interested in cellular networks where little degree of statistical
multiplexing is present2. This allows us to concentrate on behavior of a single flow. Second, we consider the effect of
varying RTT. Third, we evaluate changes in link bandwidth and latency of up to two orders of magnitude. We are not
aware of measurement studies of TFRC over wireless links other than [10].

2.2 Overlay Networks
The terms wireless overlay networks and a vertical handover were introduced during the Bay Area Research Wireless
Access Network project [30][47]. BARWAN included WaveLAN, Infrared, Richochet wireless networks and later a
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wide-area cellular network [53]. Other researchers built a number of similar testbeds, mostly concentrating on handovers
between WLAN and LAN [26].
The main problem with implementing an intersystem handover is that transport connections in the standard TCP/IP
stack are bound to use the same IP address through their lifetime. Many applications, such as HTTP without persistent
connections, are transactional and have short data transfers. For them maintaining a transport-layer connection after a
handover is not that important. However, many applications, such as streaming and FTP, use long-lived flows
transferring large amounts of data. For such applications it is important that the transport connection stays alive after a
handover, and preferably adapts quickly to changes in networking environment.
Several mechanisms were proposed to solve this problem. Mobile IP [42] assumes that the mobile host uses its
permanent IP address from the home network at all times. Packets destined to this IP address are tunneled from the router
in the home network (called a home agent) to the router in the visiting network (called a foreign agent). Other approaches
[17][49] to implementing intersystem mobility can be classified into application-based (e.g. using the Domain Name
System [45]), multicast-based [47], and micro mobility protocols with context transfers [32]. A good mobility protocol
minimizes the delay and packet loss during a vertical handover.
Several studies evaluated performance of a Mobile IP handover in overlay networks. A common conclusion appears
to be that while Mobile IP can provide sufficiently quick handovers for non-real-time applications, the disruption is too
high to be tolerated by real-time applications [19][33]. A study of an optimized smooth handover in Mobile IP observed
that forwarding packets from the old access point to the new one can significantly reduce packet losses [9].
In this paper, we consider four different overlay networks: GPRS, UMTS, WLAN and LAN. The General Packet
Radio Service (GPRS) is an extension to GSM that provides higher data rates and ‘always on’ capability. GPRS is based
on a packet-switched technology that permits efficient sharing of radio resources among users. GPRS allows a user to
utilize multiple GSM timeslots that increases the data rate available to the user up tens of kilobits per second. The radio
technology of the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) is based on code division multiple access with
higher data rates and higher spectrum utilization than in GPRS. Data rates available to a user are in the range of 64 kbps
to 2 Mbps. Initially, UMTS is being deployed for high-speed access in densely populated areas. Wireless LANs (WLAN)
represent a number of systems operating in the license-free Industrial Scientific and Medical band. WLAN can provide
data rates up to tens of megabits per second but its coverage is limited to tens of meters. Taxonomy of mobile radio
networks can be found in [52].
Table 1. Link characteristics of overlay networks.

GPRS

RTT,
ms
600

UMTS

300

0.384

~15

city

WLAN

20

2

~5

building

LAN

5

10

~6

desk

System

Bandwidth,
Mbps
0.03

Bandwidth*RTT,
Kbytes
~2

Coverage
country

Link characteristics of our overlay networks are summarized in Table 1. GPRS provides a low rate, high latency
connection available on the all territory of the country3. UMTS provides higher data rates but only within cities. WLAN
gives a high-speed connection in ‘hot spot’ locations such as airports or hotels. LAN is the ‘fixed’ way of connectivity by
plugging into the wired Ethernet. Handovers between different systems cause a varying degree of change in link
characteristics. For example, GPRS-UMTS handovers trigger a significant change in the delay-bandwidth product and
GPRS-WLAN handovers a significant change in bandwidth but the delay-bandwidth product remains nearly the same
because of the lower latency in WLAN.

3. Static Protocol Options
Most connection-oriented transport protocols such as TCP or DCCP [31] include negotiation of protocol options during
the connection establishment. In case of TCP, the options cannot be adjusted later during the connection lifetime. Options
negotiated at the connection establishment may not be appropriate after a handover to the network with vastly different
characteristics. In this section, we try to find values of TCP options that would be appropriate for any overlay network
considered in this paper. Table 1 lists four widely implemented TCP options and a TCP header flag [43].
The timestamp option requires that both connection end points use it through the connection lifetime. A current
timestamp and an echo of the received timestamp are placed in each segment. The benefit of always using the timestamp
option is questioned [2] because it costs 12 Bytes of overhead in each segment. However, several studies found that
3
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timestamps are useful in the wireless environment [56][22][24]. Therefore, we believe that use of the timestamp option is
justified in all our overlay networks.
Table 2. Currently deployed TCP options.
Option Name
Timestamps
Window scaling
MSS
SACK-enabled
ECT (flag)

Value Range
On/Off
Scale factor
Bytes
On/Off
On/Off

Recommended Value
On
4
1500
On
On

The window scale option defines a multiplier for the receiver window. A scaled window is appropriate in networks with
high bandwidth-delay product such as UMTS (with bandwidth close to 2 Mbps). However, limiting the receiver window
to a smaller size is often beneficial in slow networks such as GPRS to prevent excessive buffering in the network [12].
Using the scaling option, the receiver window becomes of granularity of 2, 4, 8, … bytes for the scaling parameter of 1,
2, 3, …. Reduced granularity does not significantly affect the ability of the receiver to limit the size of the receiver
window, if necessary. Hence, the receiver can negotiate the largest required scale factor even if the connection is initiated
in the network with a low delay-bandwidth product such as GPRS.
Justifications for setting the maximum segment size (MSS) are discussed in [48]. In summary, the tradeoff is between
lighter header overhead (with larger segments) and inefficient operation in presence of packet losses and high latency.
GPRS does not have high packet loss rates thanks to retransmissions at the link layer. In GPRS latency is already so high
that using a large segment size does not significantly increase it. Therefore, using the MSS of 1500 bytes in all overlay
networks is acceptable. A slightly smaller value should be used to avoid fragmentation due to tunneling by Mobile IP.
The SACK-enabled option [38] tells that the end point supports selective acknowledgments. The ECN-capable
transport (ECT) flag defines that the end point understands explicit congestion notification [43] given by routers. These
options are useful in any network.
Hence, we are able to identify option values adequate for all overlay networks considered in this paper. In fact, these
values are approved as a best current practice recommendation in IETF [27]. It is fortunate that the TCP protocol need
not be modified to enable re-negotiation of options during an ongoing connection.

4. Testbed Measurements
4.1 Methodology
Figure 1 shows the network architecture that was used during measurements. Mobile nodes can connect to the testbed
using 100Mbps Ethernet LAN, 11Mbps 802.11b WLAN, a live GPRS network or live UMTS network4.

802.11b
11Mbits WLA N

Mobile
Node

GPRS
UMTS
GGS N
GRE
t

APN / Router / NAT
unne

l

Corres pondent
100Mbits LA N
Node

Public Internet
Router & Home Agent on
upper interface

Figure 1. Testbed architecture based on Mobile IP.
The connection to the GPRS and UMTS cellular networks is realized using a dedicated Access Point Name (APN). From
GPRS and UMTS IP traffic is tunneled over a Generic Router Encapsulation (GRE) tunnel between a Gateway GPRS
Support Node (GGSN) and the APN router. This is necessary because the firewall in the live cellular network would
otherwise drop Mobile IP messages.
4
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The Mobile Node is a Toshiba Portégé 7200 with Pentium3 650MHz. The Correspondent Node and the Home Agent are
Compaq Deskpros with Pentium3 600MHz. The APN router is an industrial PC equipped with Pentium3 600MHz. All
machines are running the Linux operating system. The APN router has a Debian distribution with a 2.2.17 kernel. Both
the Mobile Node and the Home Agent machines have Redhat 7.3 distributions with 2.4.17-3 kernels and finally the
Correspondent Node has a RedHat 7.3 distribution with a 2.4.18-4 kernel.
For the GPRS access we used a Nokia’s D211 PCMCIA card, which is capable of 3 downlink time slots and 1 uplink
timeslot. With CS-2 coding it can achieve 36 kbps downlink and 12 kbps uplink transfer speeds. Our testbed has a
commercial SecGo Mobile IPv4 installation. This Mobile IPv4 implementation is based on the previous work done in the
Dynamics research project [16]. The SecGo Mobile IPv4 implementation is fully compliant to the latest RFC3344 [42]
specification and also implements NAT Traversal (NATT) tunneling [34]. The Mobile IPv4 product we used does not
implement any handover enhancements, such as a smooth handoff [9]. Buffering in the HA and in the MN does not
modify standard Linux buffering.
In handover tests we used a co-located Foreign Agent mode in all networks. We forced reverse NATT tunneling and
defined zero agent solicitations to be sent from the MN. These settings caused all traffic to go through the HA. During a
handover the MN sends a registration request messages immediately to the HA using the newly available interface.
Handovers were manually forced by changing the interface prioritization from the Mobile IP software’s graphical
interface. It may not be a practical scenario for vertical mobility, but is sufficient for our purposes of examining the
behavior of end-to-end congestion control during vertical handovers.
NATT tunneling adds header overhead. Total header overhead is 32 bytes, which consists of 20 bytes of
encapsulating IP-header, 8 bytes of UDP-headers, and 4 bytes of NATT tunneling header. The IP Maximum Transfer
Unit (MTU) was intentionally lowered to 1440 bytes to avoid packet fragmentation.
We concentrated on bulk data transfers from the server to the mobile node. TCP traffic is generated with ttcp and
TFRC traffic with an application-level implementation of TFRC over UDP from [18].

4.2 TCP Measurement Results
Table 3 summarizes delay and packet loss estimated from TCP traces during handovers in our testbed. No packet
duplication or reordering was observed during the measurements. When all packets in downlink were lost, we did not
have sufficient information to estimate losses in uplink.
Table 3. Delay and packet loss during handovers as measured in the testbed.
From→to
GPRS→LAN
LAN→GPRS
GPRS→WLAN
WLAN→GPRS
LAN→WLAN
WLAN→LAN

Total delay, sec
13
3
1
4
0.2
0.8

Loss in downlink, pkts
all
none
all
none
none
none

Loss in uplink, pkts
all
all
all
all

Figure 2 shows packet traces of TCP connections during vertical handovers. In Figure 2 (a) a GPRS to LAN handover
causes a break in a TCP flow for 13 sec. The reason is an excessively high retransmission timeout value at the TCP
sender in GPRS. The RTT in GPRS during a bulk data transfer is about 7 sec due to high link latency and significant
amount of buffering [23]. During a vertical handover all outstanding packets get lost; it takes a long time before the TCP
sender retransmits any data. Even if the handover itself causes a disruption much shorter, the TCP sender would not start
using the new link quickly unless fast retransmit is triggered.
A LAN to GPRS handover in Figure 2 (b) lasted 3 sec. The TCP sender timed out and performed three
retransmissions using exponential backoff. The retransmission timeout value is much lower in LAN than in GPRS due to
much lower RTT. In fact, a minimum RTO value set at the sender can have a significant impact when the link handover
time is lower. Linux uses the minimum RTO of 200 ms [44] while the recommended time in specifications is 1 sec [41].
A smaller minimum timeout value enables the TCP sender to discover the new available link faster. Interestingly, the
first ACK that returns to the sender after handover at 24th sec acknowledges all outstanding segments. This tells us two
things. First, all data segments outstanding when the handover has started were delivered to the receiver. Second, all
ACKs except the one for the highest outstanding segment were lost. TCP generates an ACK for at least every second
segment; if they arrived to the sender we would see unnecessary go-back-N retransmissions [36].
A GPRS to WLAN handover in Figure 2 (c) lasted 1 sec. It is much less than in Figure 2 (a) because a retransmission
timeout is avoided. Although all data segments were lost, DUPACKs arriving after handover resume the connection
quickly. Linux TCP uses the FACK algorithm [44] that enables triggering fast retransmit even after a single DUPACK
rather than waiting for three DUPACKs required by the standard TCP5 [1]. This feature improves the TCP sender’s
5
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ability to avoid retransmission timeouts. In other repetitions of this test, we observed connection breaks of 17 sec when
the TCP sender had to rely on the retransmission timeout to recover lost segments. The reason for the long delay was the
same as in the GPRS to LAN case described above.
A WLAN to GPRS handover in Figure 2 (d) lasted 4 sec and the TCP sender made two retransmission attempts with
exponential backoff. Again, as in the LAN to GPRS case, the first returning ACK acknowledges all packets outstanding
before the handover. Handovers between LAN and WLAN in Figure 2 (e, f) took less than a second. In both cases, no
data segments were lost in the downlink direction. The TCP sender experienced spurious retransmission timeouts in both
cases.
Because we do not have access to the source code of the Mobile IP implementation used in experiments, we cannot
explain reasons for delays or packet losses during handovers. For example, it would be interesting to find out why there
are no packet losses in the downlink direction when a handover occurs from LAN or WLAN. According to
specifications, the home agent did not perform any buffering during handovers.

4.3 TFRC Measurement Results
Figure 3 shows packet traces of TFRC flows during vertical handovers. TFRC aggressiveness can be evaluated from
Figure 3 (a, c, f) when a handover is from a slower to a faster network. Aggressiveness during a handover from WLAN to
LAN is good. However, when a handover is initiated from GPRS, past history of high RTT and low bandwidth slows
down TFRC adaptation.
Figure 3 (b) shows an increasing amount of outstanding data in the GPRS network after a handover from LAN to
GPRS. This is possible because of an excessively large buffer in current GPRS networks [23]. At the 40th sec in Figure 3
(b) there is more than 100 segments buffered in the network. TFRC can suffer from overbuffering more than TCP,
because TCP has a receiver window that limits the amount of outstanding data in the network.
Responsiveness of TFRC to a decrease in bandwidth can be seen in Figure 3 (d, e). At 30th sec feedback packets stop
arriving to the sender. About a second later, no feedback timer expires at the sender and the transmission rate is halved
several times until the first feedback packet arrives at 40th sec. Because TFRC is a rate-based protocol, there is no visible
break in transmission during a handover as with TCP in Figure 2 (d).

4.4 TFRC Measurement Results with a Competing TCP Flow
Figure 4 shows packet traces of a TFRC flow during vertical handovers with a competing TCP flow. In these
experiments, a TCP flow is started first and followed by a TFRC flow after 3 sec. The handover is triggered at 30th sec.
In Figure 4 (a, c) a TFRC flow accelerates slower than a TCP flow after a handover. A TFRC flow gets about six
times less bandwidth than a competing TCP flow. This result is expected because TFRC probes for available bandwidth
slower than TCP.
In Figure 4 (b, d) after a handover the TCP flow is completely starved performing retransmissions using an
exponential backoff. Only when the TFRC flow terminates (not shown in the graph) the TCP flow is able to resume
transmission. A possible explanation for this behavior is that the TFRC implementation we used for measurements has
the minimum sending rate of one packet per RTT as suggested in [18]. On a slow GPRS link, a TFRC flow transmitting
at this minimum rate can starve a TCP flow that employs an exponential backoff of up to 64 sec between retransmission
attempts. The latest TFRC specification [25] requires a similar type of behavior as in TCP. Another possible explanation
can be an excessive buffer in GPRS.
In Figure 4 (e, f) TFRC shares bandwidth fairly with TCP in WLAN. In LAN TCP receives three times more
bandwidth than TFRC.

5. Simulated Ideal Handover
In this section we evaluate how TCP and TFRC flows react to an abrupt change in link bandwidth, latency, and buffer
size after a vertical handover.

5.1 Methodology
In this section we want to focus on changing link characteristics and not on disruptions caused by a specific handover
mechanism. Therefore, a simple approach presenting a handover as a step change in bottleneck link bandwidth, latency
and the buffer size is sufficient for our purposes. We model an ideal handover using enhancements to the ns2 simulator
[39]. We implemented an algorithm described in Appendix A to prevent packet reordering during a handover. The
implementation of the Drop-Tail queue was enhanced to check for buffer overflow when the maximum queue size
changes.
Our network topology is a simple dumbbell as described in [24]. Traffic is generated by single-directional downlink
transfers. A handover is triggered on 100th sec after the flow is started, the simulation is stopped on the 200th sec. The
bottleneck queue is Drop-Tail; in previous work we found that RED performs poorly when there is no statistical
multiplexing on the link [21]. The bandwidth and one-way latency of the link are set according to Table 1. The one-way
latency between the end points was higher than the link latency by 50 ms to account for an Internet path. The link buffer
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is set to 7 packets for GPRS and WLAN, and to 25 packets for UMTS. The TCP agent is one-directional TCP SACK
with delayed acknowledgements, Limited Transmit, timestamps and the receiver window of 50 segments. By default,
TFRC history discounting is enabled, the feedback frequency is once per RTT, and self-clocking is disabled.

5.2 TCP Simulation Results
Figure 5 shows behavior of a single TCP connection during an ideal handover between GPRS, UMTS and WLAN. After
a handover from GPRS to UMTS in Figure 5 (a) it takes approximately 10 sec for the connection to utilize the new link.
For a handover from GPRS to WLAN in Figure 5 (c) this time is only 3 sec. Although the difference in bandwidth is
higher between GPRS and WLAN than between GPRS and UMTS, lower latency of WLAN enables a TCP flow to
increase the rate significantly faster than in UMTS.
In Figure 5 (e) a handover from UMTS to WLAN is shown. Because of the higher delay-bandwidth product in
UMTS, many packets are lost when the link buffer is resized according to the lower delay-bandwidth product of WLAN.
However, those packet drops do not slow down the TCP flow in WLAN. In Figure 5 (f) a TCP flow performs well during
a WLAN to UMTS handover.
In Figure 5 (b, d) a TCP flow creates congestion after handovers from UMTS and WLAN to GPRS. For a handover
from WLAN to GPRS in Figure 5 (d), only two packets get dropped because the bandwidth-delay product of both links is
similar. A UMTS to GPRS handover causes many packet losses due to the changed bandwidth-delay product. In Figure 5
(b) TCP experiences a retransmission timeout due to many lost segments. For 10 sec the TCP flow remains idle waiting
for the retransmission timer to expire. In previous work [24] we proposed a TCP variant NewReno-SACK that better
avoids retransmission timeouts than the standard Reno-SACK used in this paper.
The self-clocking property of TCP allows quick adaptation to changed link bandwidth after a handover. A
retransmission timeout forces TCP to loose self-clocking. It is important that the retransmit timer at the TCP sender is
restarted on ACKs [2] to avoid a spurious retransmission timeout when RTT suddenly increases.

5.3 TFRC Simulation Results
Figure 6 shows behavior of a single TFRC flow during an ideal handover between GPRS, UMTS and WLAN. In Figure
6 (a, c) a handover from GPRS to UMTS and WLAN causes significant underutilization of the link. In case of a GPRS to
UMTS handover, high latency of UMTS contributes to the slow increase of the transmission rate. In Figure 6 (e) after a
UMTS to WLAN handover it takes approximately 13 sec for a TFRC flow to reach the full rate.
In Figure 6 (b, d) a handover from UMTS to GPRS and WLAN create heavy congestion. The TFRC flow starts to
react to it after several ACKs. Taking the interval at which ACKs are sent in Figure 6 (b), about 50 data packets are
transmitted and dropped before the sender starts slowing down. The flow slows down sufficiently only after 20 sec from
the handover.
In Figure 6 (f) during a WLAN to UMTS handover a TFRC flow is less responsive than TCP in Figure 5 (f).
Congestion is created by TFRC because transmission continues at a high rate for some time. A larger buffer in UMTS is
not sufficient to accommodate the higher sending rate until the TFRC flow slows down.

5.4 TFRC Simulation Results with a Competing TCP Flow
Figure 7 shows simulated behavior of a single TFRC flow with a single competing TCP flow during an ideal handover
between GPRS, UMTS and WLAN.
In general, a TFRC flow is more aggressive than a TCP flow in these tests. TFRC receives up to two times more
throughput than a TCP flow, except over UMTS in Figure 7 (a, c). When we rerun those tests with disabling of delayed
acknowledgments in TCP, the result was the opposite. A TCP flow received more bandwidth than a TFRC flow. Because
in differences among existing TCPs, designers of TFRC chose to make it slightly more aggressive than a typical TCP
flow. However, over links with a high bandwidth-delay product such as UMTS, TFRC looses to TCP because of the slow
increase in transmission rate.

6. Effect of TFRC Parameters
In this section we examine how self-clocking, history discounting and feedback frequency affect aggressiveness and
responsiveness of TFRC during a simulated ideal handover.
Figure 8 shows responsiveness of TFRC with self-clocking during a handover from UMTS to GPRS. It can be
compared with Figure 6 (b) where TFRC without self-clocking was used in the similar experiment. With self-clocking, a
TFRC flow reduces the rate faster after a handover. The transmission rate of the TFRC flow better corresponds to the
actual link bandwidth when self-clocking is enabled. There are fewer congestion losses with self-clocking.
History discounting is a mechanism that improves TFRC aggressiveness in the absence of congestion. In Figure 9
history discounting is disabled during a handover from GPRS to UMTS. Figure 6 (a) showed TFRC behavior with
history discounting enabled. When history discounting is enabled TFRC is able to forget about losses in the past faster.
This is a useful feature especially when error losses occur during a handover before switching to a faster network. In this
experiment TFRC is only slightly more aggressive when history discounting is enabled because there are few losses.
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Figure 10 shows TFRC with feedback frequency increased from one to three times per RTT. The result can be
compared to Figure 6 (a, b). A shorter feedback interval improves aggressiveness and responsiveness of TFRC. In Figure
10 (a) a TFRC flow is able to send 1200 packets at 130 sec; a flow with default feedback frequency in Figure 6 (a)
transmits less than 800 packets. In Figure 10 (b) and in Figure 6 (b) a TFRC flow starts reducing the rate after receiving
several ACKs after a handover. However, in Figure 10 (b) the interval between ACKs is shorter. There are fewer
congestion losses with higher feedback frequency.
In summary, the standard TFRC optimization mechanisms are helpful but not sufficient to adapt to changing
conditions after a vertical handover. Several seconds of heavy congestion remain after switching from a fast to a slow
link. It takes tens of seconds for a TFRC flow to utilize a faster link after a handover from a slower link.

7. Overbuffering: Dealing with Changing Bandwidth-Delay Product
The size of the link buffer is commonly set to the product of delay and bandwidth of the link. An interesting problem
arises when a handover occurs between two networks with vastly different bandwidth-delay products. When forwarding
packets from a network with a high bandwidth-delay product to a low one, some data can be lost because the buffer space
is insufficient to hold all packets. When transferring from a low bandwidth-delay product network to a high one, the
number of buffered packets may not be enough to utilize the new link.
A possible solution to this problem can be configuring the buffer of all links to the maximum bandwidth-delay
product of any link. Some links would become overbuffered, i.e. persistently have a longer queue than required for
utilizing the link. The effect of overbuffering on TCP and TFRC flows can be seen in Figure 11. TCP behavior can be
compared to Figure 5 (a) where the buffer size changes after the handover. In this test the buffer size is constant at 25
packets. Underutilization present in Figure 5 (a) is eliminated. The UMTS link with a higher bandwidth-delay product is
immediately utilized after a handover from the overbuffered GPRS link.
Aggressiveness of a TFRC flow in Figure 11 (b) is slightly improved compared to Figure 6 (a). However, the TFRC
transmission rate is inversely proportional to the RTT. Reducing losses with overbuffering is compensated with
increasing RTT due to queuing. Therefore, overbuffering is a more useful mechanism for TCP than TFRC.
Overbuffering is known to have three negative aspects. First, interactive applications can suffer from the increased
response time because of the queuing delay. Second, the inflated RTT causes the retransmission timeout value at the
sender to be very high that can delay loss recovery. Third, when a data transfer is aborted, a lot of packets buffered in the
network are unnecessary delivered to the receiver. Priority scheduling of interactive traffic can solve the first problem.
The second problem can be partly solved by implementing the state-of-the-art TCP at the end hosts, which is less prone
to timeouts than the older TCP Reno. We proposed a novel solution to the third problem called Fast Reset. It eliminates
unnecessary data delivery from aborted data connections. The detailed description of the algorithm is given in Appendix
B.

8. Explicit Handover Notification
In a highly dynamic network environment it is challenging for end-to-end protocols to estimate network characteristics
accurately. Feedback from link layers that have local knowledge of the link conditions can be helpful to transport
protocols. Such mechanisms are currently under discussions in the Trigran working group in IETF [14]. In this section
we examine how TCP and TFRC could utilize such information if it is made available to them.
To improve TCP performance for vertical handovers it can be helpful to artificially change the transmission rate of
the sender. The TCP receiver is able to limit the transmission rate by manipulating the advertised window [46].
Additionally, by setting the Explicit Congestion Notification bit, the receiver can signal to the sender the need to reduce
the transmission rate. As a last resort, the receiver can deliberately drop a packet to avoid heavy losses in the future.
Using the receiver window also allows accelerating the sender. The TCP sender can grow the congestion window while
being limited by the receiver window. By increasing the receiver window the TCP sender can be made to transmit at a
higher rate.
For slowly responsive congestion control such as TFRC the problem of adapting to varying network conditions is
even more topical than for TCP. It is because TCP-friendly congestion control is forced to reduce the rate quickly during
high loss rates to avoid heavy congestion. However, it is fairly slow to probe for available network bandwidth.
The TFRC receiver reports the estimated throughput and recent loss history to the sender. It is possible to adjust
receiver reports to reflect changes in the networking conditions after a handover. TFRC implementations differ in how
rapidly they increase the transmission rate when the calculated rate suddenly increases. The TFRC specification [25]
allows an instant increase of the transmission rate to the rate given by the rate equation. We apply this idea to speed up a
TFRC flow during a handover from GPRS to UMTS.
When receiving a handover notification from lower layers, the TFRC receiver changes the loss rate and throughput
estimate in reports according to characteristics of a new link for three RTTs. After that, the receiver reports real
throughput and loss rate. These ‘faked reports’ allow to instantly change the transmission rate of the sender and hide noncongestion related losses during a handover. Figure 12 (a) shows the effect of the explicit handover notification on a
TFRC flow after a handover from GPRS to UMTS. Underutilization on the UMTS link present in Figure 6 (a) is
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eliminated. A TFRC flow with a handover notification in Figure 12 (b) causes fewer losses than without it in Figure 6 (b)
after a handover from UMTS to GPRS.
During experiments we noticed that simply changing the receiver reports without adjusting the receiver state allows
the transmission rate to restore when reports are not changed anymore. Indeed, TFRC keeps estimates of the loss rate,
RTT and throughput as smoothed averages. A lot of new samples may be needed to change the average value so that it
reflects new network characteristics. We found that resetting the TFRC receiver state after a handover eliminates this
problem.
The explicit handover notification can be used when servers connect to the wireless network via a LAN with
abundant transmission capacity. It is reasonable to expect that network operators place their real-time application servers
as close to the user as possible to avoid extra latency of an Internet connection.
It is an open question if the explicit handover notification for TFRC can be used in the public Internet. An abrupt
increase in the transmission rate can cause transient congestion when the bottleneck link is somewhere else than in the
wireless link. However, slow start in TCP causes a similar problem of transient congestion, but is widely accepted as a
safe mechanism for the Internet.

9. Conclusions
The first part of the paper presents measurements of TCP and TFRC flows over GPRS, WLAN and LAN in a testbed
based on Mobile IP. Tracing of TFRC and TCP flows during vertical handovers gave following results:
• It is possible to define a set of TCP options that provides optimal performance in all overlay networks we
considered. Similar analysis should be carried out for other transport protocols as well.
• Vertical handovers between GPRS, WLAN and LAN are demonstrated using Mobile IP. Handovers last from 200
ms up to several seconds, which is suitable for reliable flows but can be a problem for real-time flows.
• Implementing congestion control at the application layer may not be feasible. When we first run the tests, TFRC
was unfair to a competing TCP connection. The reason was found in the ‘local ECN’ property of the Linux
kernel6 [50]. We used a TFRC implementation as an application on top of UDP. It does not reduce the
transmission rate upon filling of a network buffer while a TCP flow does. Even a congestion-sensitive UDP
application can be unfair to concurrent TCP flows when it sees no packet losses.
• TFRC suffers from deep buffering in the network because it has no receiver window. In TCP the receiver window
limits the amount of outstanding data. In GPRS, where the bottleneck buffer is large, a TFRC flow gets about
100 segments outstanding in the network when the link delay-bandwidth product corresponds to 2-3 segments.
• TCP in GPRS has high RTO value of over than 10 s, which excessively delays using a new link unless fast
retransmit is triggered. A lower minimum RTO value and forward acknowledgements in TCP can reduce a
break in transmission due to handovers.
In the second part of the paper, we experimented with TFRC and TCP using a model of an ideal handover in ns2. This
model concentrates on the fundamental effect of a vertical handover on end-to-end congestion control: changing
bandwidth and latency. Based on handover simulations between UMTS, GPRS and WLAN we can make following
conclusions:
• As expected, TFRC is slow to react to changes in link characteristics after a handover, causing overshooting or
underutilization of the link. For example, it takes one minute to reach the full bandwidth after a handover from
GPRS to UMTS.
• TFRC interprets packet losses during a handover as a single loss event and is not very sensitive to them.
Therefore, preventing data loss during a handover may not be crucial to performance.
• TCP experiences retransmission timeouts due to many lost packets after a handover to a slower link.
• Enabling self-clocking, history discounting and higher feedback frequency in TFRC has a positive but generally
minor effect. A higher feedback frequency allows TFRC to increase the rate significantly faster.
We proposed and evaluated two mechanisms to improve TFRC and TCP performance during vertical handovers. With
overbuffering, the bottleneck buffer of all links is set according to the maximum delay-bandwidth of any link. A buffer
overflow after a handover is eliminated. For TCP flows this allows to utilize the bandwidth of a new link much faster.
We also proposed a novel algorithm named Fast Reset to eliminate a negative effect of overbuffering due to unnecessary
delivering of data from aborted connections.
With explicit handover notification a TFRC receiver or a performance enhancing proxy adjusts feedback reports for
several RTTs. When a new link is faster than the previous link, reporting error losses is suppressed and the receive rate is
set according to the new link’s rate. When a new link is slower, then the average loss rate is artificially increased to force
the sender to reduce the rate faster. In simulations the explicit handover notification adapts a TFRC flow quickly to new
link characteristics. Further research is needed to determine whether this is an appropriate mechanism to be deployed in
the Internet. However, it can be used when a server is located in a LAN close to wireless networks.
6

We disabled local ECN for all tests presented in this paper.
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Appendix
A. Preventing Packet Reordering
We implemented an algorithm in ns2 to prevent packet reordering that can occur during a step change in link bandwidth
and latency. The algorithm can be implemented in real-world networking nodes scheduling packets over multiple links
or over a link with frequently changing bandwidth [56]. An intuitive purpose of the algorithm is to avoid transmitting a
packet if it could arrive to the receiver earlier than the previously sent packet.
arr_time_prev = 0
for next pkt to send
arr_time = pkt_size/b + d
if arr_time_prev < arr_time
arr_time = arr_time_prev + pkt_size/b
arr_time_prev = arr_time
schedule_pkt(arr_time)
Here b is link bandwidth, d is link one-way latency, and arr_time_prev estimates when the packet would arrive to
the receiver across the link. Note that b and d can change during execution of the algorithm. In ns2 an event of arrival of
the packet to the receiver is scheduled directly with schedule_pkt(). If the algorithm is implemented in a real router,
then schedule_pkt()refers to transmission of the packet to the link and should be called with arr_time_prev s/b – d as a parameter.

B. Fast Reset Algorithm
This algorithm implements discarding of data from aborted data flows. It is suitable for any connection-oriented transport
protocol that has reset packets (RST). The algorithm can be included into a performance enhancing proxy snooping
packet headers. The limitation of the algorithm is in its usefulness only for symmetric routing, i.e. when packets from
both directions flow through the same router.
for each arriving pkt
if pkt is RST
for each queued pkt2 in the other direction
if (src, dst, sport, dport, prot) == (dst, src, dport, sport, prot)
discard(pkt2)
forward(pkt)
The 5-tuple (src, dst, sport, dport, prot) uniquely identifies an IP flow by its source and destination IP
addresses together with source and destination port numbers and the protocol number. A possible caveat is that the RST
packet could be lost on the way to the sender after passing through the performance enhancing proxy. The sender in such
case would be unaware that the receiver aborted the connection. For reliable protocols such as TCP, the algorithm relies
on the retransmission timeout at the sender to resend the oldest outstanding segment. This segment will trigger another
RST at the receiver. Hence, the sender is robustly notified of the connection reset due to the persistent retransmissions at
TCP sender. Unreliable transport protocols typically include timers at the connection end points for discarding
connection state in case of loss of reset packets.
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(a) GPRS → LAN.

(b) LAN → GPRS.

(c) GPRS → WLAN.

(d) WLAN → GPRS.

(e) LAN → WLAN.

(f) WLAN → LAN.

Figure 2. Measured behavior of a TCP flow during a vertical handover in the testbed.
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(a) GPRS → LAN.

(b) LAN → GPRS.

(c) GPRS → WLAN.

(d) WLAN → GPRS.

(e) LAN → WLAN.

(f) WLAN → LAN.

Figure 3. Measured behavior of a TFRC flow during a vertical handover in the testbed.
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(a) GPRS → LAN.

(b) LAN → GPRS.

(c) GPRS → WLAN.

(d) WLAN → GPRS.

(e) LAN → WLAN.

(f) WLAN → LAN.

Figure 4. Measured behavior of a TFRC flow with a competing TCP flow during a vertical handover in the
testbed. Handovers are triggered at the 30th second.
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(a) GPRS → UMTS.

(b) UMTS → GPRS.

(c) GPRS → WLAN.

(d) WLAN → GPRS.

(e) UMTS → WLAN.

(f) WLAN → UMTS.

Figure 5. Simulated behavior of a TCP flow during an ideal handover. Marks on the x-axis show drops at the
bottleneck queue.
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(a) GPRS → UMTS.

(b) UMTS → GPRS.

(c) GPRS → WLAN.

(d) WLAN → GPRS.

(e) UMTS → WLAN.

(f) WLAN → UMTS.

Figure 6. Simulated behavior of a TFRC flow during an ideal handover. Marks on the x-axis show drops at the
bottleneck queue.
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(a) GPRS → UMTS.

(b) UMTS → GPRS.

(c) GPRS → WLAN.

(d) WLAN → GPRS.

(e) UMTS → WLAN.

(f) WLAN → UMTS.

Figure 7. Simulated behavior of a TFRC flow with a competing TCP flow during a vertical handover. Handovers
are triggered at the 100th second.
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Figure 8. Effect of self clocking on TFRC (UMTS → GPRS).

Figure 9. History discounting disabled in TFRC (GPRS →
UMTS).

(a) GPRS → UMTS

(b) UMTS → GPRS.

Figure 10. Higher feedback frequency in TFRC, three ACKs per RTT.

(a) TCP

(b) TFRC

Figure 11. Effect of overbuffering on TCP and TFRC (GPRS → UMTS).
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(b) UMTS → GPRS

(a) GPRS→UMTS

Figure 12. Explicit handover notification in TFRC.
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